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Everything to make
		 coffee even better
Dear NIVONA retailer,
Can you still remember your last trade fair with us? The espresso and the conversations at our stand? We wish we could have made this possible again in 2021 at
the IFA in Berlin. But there are challenging months ahead in many respects. That is
why we decided that we would have to miss out on Berlin again this year.
Besides, we can present our new products this year to you more effectively and
safely via other channels. For example, with this new brochure, which you can also
distribute to your employees and colleagues.
In addition to our new accessory items from the last few months, we would also
like to show you the four new 7 series models here. High-quality material meets
aesthetics meets cappuccino at the press of a button. All in a more modern design.
We hope to see you again soon for an espresso or cappuccino.
We’d be glad to visit you at a trade fair or at your premises.
Until then, best regards
Your NIVONA team

7’er

Cappuccino so

delicious,

you could
just hug it.

Convenience maker
It is still one of the key advantages of our 7 Series:
Cappuccino and latte macchiato at the press of a button.
That is why we have added to the four new models. In
their design and equipment. Here is where high-quality
material meets aesthetics.
The operating concept works with just one button, while
the menu guides you intuitively through the world of
coffee.
In addition, we have added a new feature to the aroma
technology: In previous models, the Aroma Balance
System made it possible to alter the brewing process
directly while it was running – we have of course retained
this feature in the new models.
With the new Cappuccino-Connaisseur, the order of milk
and coffee can now also be adjusted when a cappuccino
is drawn.
Because coffee connoisseurs know: The milk must
actually envelop the coffee. NIVONA gives you the choice.
Everything to suit your personal taste.
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NICR 7’90

Matt black / Chrome
RRP

€ 799

ANR 300 700 790

NICR 7’95
Titanium / Chrome
RRP

€ 849

ANR 300 700 795

The new models in the 7 series are

Coffee love at

the press
of a button.

suitable for all lovers of cappuccino and
milk-based drinks.
The perfect fully automatic machines
for unique coffee moments.

NICR 7’96

White Line / Chrome
RRP

€ 849

ANR 300 700 796

NICR 7’99

Stainless steel / Chrome
RRP

€ 899

ANR 300 700 799

 Cappuccino and latte macchiato
at the press of a button.

 Barista-style cappuccino with aroma
technology (Cappuccino-Connaisseur)

 Simply save your favourite coffee live
 Convenient milk system cleaning
 Intuitive operating concept
 TFT colour display
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Impressively
simple.
Neat and clean.

Milk lance
The NIVONA milk lance is the practical way
to get milk directly into the NIVONA machine.
How? Quite easily.

 Put the NIVONA milk lance in the carton.
 Insert the NIVONA fully automatic
coffee machine’s milk tube into
the milk lance’s adapter.

 T hat’s it!
 It can then be quickly put back in the fridge
after use. Until the next cappuccino.

NIML 220
RRP

€ 19.95

ANR 390 700 420
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These are

thethatbeans
count.

CoffeeBag
Discover enjoyment and enjoy discoveries.
The NIVONA CoffeeBag contains 250 grams
of each of the three NIVONA coffees
CAFFÈ AREZZO, ESPRESSO MILANO
and ESPRESSO TORINO.
Ideal as a customer gift, a tasting package
or to enjoy on your own.
3 x 250 g
NIBG 750
RRP

€ 21.95

ANR 390 700 060
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